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“Plans” misses its mark
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Death Cab for Cutie is a quirky,
energetic band with unbelievable
lyrics that only Ben Gibbard, the
band’s lead singer, could create.
The band just made a huge
jump from Barsuk Records to
Atlantic, which is understandable
given its current amount of publicity since having songs played on
hit TV shows such as “The O.C.”
Death Cab went from a band
no one had ever heard of to
mainstream pop. Every time I turn
on the radio I hear “Soul Meets
Body,” the hit song from its new
album “Plans.”
Its new album isn’t necessarily a disappointment, but in
no way does it live up to the
standards created by the amazing
album it released two years ago,
“Transatlanticism.”
Death Cab’s music slowly has
progressed from a more upbeat
pop sound to one that is incredibly
mellow, and although mellow is
good, I like to listen to music and
not fall asleep in the process.
Don’t get me wrong, I enjoy the
CD thoroughly, but there are very
few, if any, points in which the
songs noticeably pick up tempo.
However, taking into consideration that the songs are about
the relationship between love and
death, it is understandable.
The album opens slowly, then
intensely, with “Marching Bands
of Manhattan,” which has a soft,
church organ sound and lyrics saying, “Your love is gonna drown.”
I will continue to listen to
Death Cab if only for the lyrics.
They are simply amazing. In “Soul
Meets Body,” Gibbard says, “If
the silence takes you, then I hope it
takes me too.”
If listeners are not impressed by
poetry in the form of lyrics, they
undoubtedly will find themselves
humming or singing the catchy
“Ba da ba da ba ba” phrase found
in the song.

Campus
Wal-mart Tour
Three workers will discuss
their experiences with working
conditions supported by WalMart from 7 to 9 p.m. Monday
in Baldwin Auditorium.

Vreeland Lecture
Hung-Gay Fung, the Dr. Y.S.
Tsiang professor of Chinese
studies at the University of
Missouri-St. Louis, will give
a public lecture, “A rise of
capitalism in China,” at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in Violette Hall
1000.

Piano Recital
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Death Cab for Cutie, an underground band gone mainstream, released their latest album “Plans” in August 2005.
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fied, if no one is beside you when
your soul embarks, I will follow
you into the dark,” providing further proof of his brilliance.
As the songs continue I began
to realize just how similar the
music itself sounds. Each song
has a slight difference, picking up
more tempo with the middle songs,
yet the album as a whole is very
melancholy.
“What Sarah Said” begins with
a beautiful piano solo followed
by soft, comforting lyrics singing, “And then it came to me that
every plan is a tiny prayer to father
time.”
Although it takes about a
minute for the tempo to pick up at
all, and 30 seconds after that for
lyrics to appear, I was impressed
nonetheless by “Brothers on a
Hotel Bed.”
The lyrics are about a love that

has faded, saying they now say
good night from separate sides like
brothers on a hotel bed, and the
presentation is exceptional. The
song ends with the lyrics, “You
may tire of me as our December
sun is setting ’cause I’m not who I
used to be,” perfecting the tone of
the piece.
The album ends fittingly with
“Stable Song,” in which Gibbard
sings about the end of life.
For those who have never
listened to Death Cab before, this
CD might not be the perfect representation of theband’s abilities, but
it’s close.
While “Plans” has nothing on
“Transatlaticism,” it does the job.
There are the songs I love, and the
songs I can barely listen to all the
way through, but overall the CD
was well worth the $15 my mom
spent.

A Duo Lirico piano recital will
be at 8 p.m. Saturday in the
Ophelia Parrish Performance
Hall.

Local
Open Mic Night
An open mic night will be at 9
p.m. tonight at Patterson’s.

Concerts
Friday Night Live
The Ike Reilly Asssination,
Los Locomotives and Please
Please Please will perform at
8 p.m. Saturday at the Dukum
Upp. Cost is $4 in advance,
$5 at the door and $2 extra
for those under 21.

Free Concert
Record Hop and Birth to Burial
will perform at 8 p.m. Monday
at the Kirksville Community
Center and Infoshop.
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Unique movie brings
gay romance into
mainstream culture
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ing each other only once every
few months.
Jack does not want to accept
the situation, but he can’t give
up on his love for Ennis. He
drives from his home in Texas
to see Ennis in Wyoming whenever he gets the chance.
When Ennis’ marriage falls
apart, Jack shows up right away
in hopes that they can begin a
new life together. Ennis turns
him away, saying he has to pay
child support, and he can’t just
walk away from his obligations.
The fact that both men
are cheating on their wives
isn’t really addressed beyond
Alma’s silent suffering. Later, it
becomes clear that Jack’s wife
also knew what was going on.
The concept of cheating gets
pretty complicated when Jack’s
desire can’t be assuaged in the
once every few months that he
sees Ennis.
The idea of cheating on both
his wife and Ennis is one that
gets considerable exploration.
I won’t spoil the movie, but
let’s just say Ennis and Jack’s
relationship is challenged by
their inability to be together
physically.
A critical flaw in the movie
is its ending. The whole film
is done with a sort of tragic
flair, but the movie has so many
options for tragic endings that
this doesn’t give much away
– until you’ve seen the end and
compare it with the Hollywood
typecast, at least.
Director Ang Lee could have
made a much more powerful
statement with a different conclusion to this epic love story.
Nevertheless, “Brokeback
Mountain” breaks new ground
in social acceptability.
Obviously it requires openmindedness toward sexual
orientation, an area that some
people choose to pretend
doesn’t exist. I hope that theaters will choose to show this
movie despite what many may
consider loaded content. People
deserve to make the choice to
view the movie themselves.
Brokeback Mountain is beautiful and classily done. Anyone
willing to give it a chance will
be glad they did.
Even though you might have
to make quite a little road trip to
see “Brokeback Mountain,” it’s
worth the time, the drive and
the gas money.
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